
Site unseen – Composite Course, The Royal Melbourne Golf Club 
 

There will be rock bands galore who’ve had louder, wilder tours than Alister 

MacKenzie. Whether any of them are still as talked about, however, is a very 

different question. 

 

MacKenzie’s ‘Down Under Tour’ of 

1926 lasted three-and-a-half months 

and apart from two weeks’ trout 

fishing in New Zealand, it was strictly 

business. 

In 75 days, the Anglo-Scot drew up 

plans for 19 new or renovated 

Australian courses and designed one 

more on the other side of the Tasman 

Sea. 

And then he was gone, leaving behind 

one of the biggest ironies in golf course design. The architect who envisaged so 

much that continues to make Australian golf great never got to see any of his 

finished products. 

So, while it’s MacKenzie who dominates any conversation about the wonders of The 

Royal Melbourne Golf Club, his supporting cast must not go unmentioned. Alex 

Russell – Australian Open champion in 1924 – and Royal Melbourne greenkeeper 

Mick Morcom turned MacKenzie’s blueprints into reality, while another gifted 

greenkeeper, Claude Crockford, was later entrusted with a rare opportunity indeed - 

rectifying a MacKenzie mistake. 

Russell also designed Royal Melbourne’s East Course to complement MacKenzie’s 

West Course creation and it’s an unlucky break for both men, perhaps, that pro 

tournaments hosted at the club are played over a composite course consisting of 

holes from both courses. 

Strangers to south Melbourne could be forgiven for assuming that this arrangement 

is due to neither course being sufficiently challenging on its own. They are mistaken. 

Both courses are traversed by a busy road and the composite course cleverly 

ensures that galleries have to cross neither highway when following play.  

 

So, what makes it great? 
 

• Its setting in Melbourne’s Sandbelt, a region of deep, sandy-loam subsoil, in 

stark contrast to the clay on which much of the city rests. The legacy of an 
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ancient flood which brought sandstone to the neighbourhood, the Sandbelt’s 

dunes are not unlike Scottish links land and host nine of Australia’s best 

courses, including Royal Melbourne’s duo. 

 

• Some of the truest, fastest greens on the planet, the club’s putting surfaces 

are Claude Crockford’s legacy and the final flourish on MacKenzie and 

Russell’s canvases. 

 

• Bunkers which don’t just look good. These sumptuous splashes of white sand 

were laid in such a way as to defend a hole more tenaciously the further a 

golfer strays from the best line of approach. 

 

• The course challenges the best players without beating up the worst. Because 

of those cunning greenside traps, deep rough just off the fairway would 

amount to overkill for wayward drives, so Royal Melbourne does without it. 

 

• For the same reason, it can afford to have generous fairways, although each 

one has an optimum landing area if you’re to enjoy the easiest approach shot. 

 

• Changeable winds (another echo of Scotland) and an abundance of doglegs 

mean that no-one is mindlessly booming away off the tees. The doglegs are 

frequently loaded with trouble at their corners, calling for a risk/reward 

calculation, and what seems an irrelevant bunker one day can weigh heavily 

on your mind the next, should the wind have changed direction.   

 

Notable holes 

  

As the precise make-up of the Composite Course is occasionally altered, these holes 

are referred to by their number on their ‘home’ course… 

• 1st (East) – 1st holes are normally gentle ease-ins to your round yet one 

reviewer calls this the East’s signature hole. Don’t let its shortness fool you; 

there’s a lot of peril packed into those 333 yards. Avoid the fairway bunkers by 

driving left and you risk catching a slope that will take you further left towards 

the rough. Know the pin position before you tee off: if it’s back right and your 

tee shot ends right, you have a bunker between you and the hole. 

 

• 4th (West) – Those who say blind shots are always bad never teed off at this 

par 5, left-to-right dogleg. Three central skyline bunkers, set in a dune, 

challenge you to ‘thread the needle’ between the dune and the trees to its 

right, fly the dune or else play safely to the left, in which case you lengthen the 

hole considerably. Bunkers extending forward of the putting surface focus the 

mind of anyone proposing to lay up. 
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• 5th (West) – Some argue that Royal Melbourne hosts the best set of par 3s in 

the world and this is arguably the pick. Approached over a shallow valley, its 

176 yards and large green make it accessible to most golfers but there the 

concessions end. The green’s crumpled surrounds host five huge swathes of 

sand and a sloping front will reject anything short. 

 

• 6th (West) – Another left-right dogleg, this time 428 yards long, made great by 

the simplest proposition in golf – how much of the heath and sand-packed 

dogleg are you prepared to take on from the tee? Thoughts concerning your 

approach shot, meanwhile, are dominated by the yawning bunker at the front 

left of a perplexing green.     

 

• 7th (West) – This is Claude Crockford’s moment to shine. The greenkeeper 

re-built this uphill 148-yarder to the specifications of the club’s leading player 

of the time, after MacKenzie’s original green was felt to be too high.   

 

• 10th (West) – Potentially driveable at 312 yards, a fearsome bunker at the 

elbow on this left-handed dogleg will exact full punishment should you fail, 

leaving you with a blind, uphill recovery. Greenside bunkers and a drop-off at 

the back of the green make an accurate approach essential. 

 

• 16th (East) – Famously endorsed by Ben Crenshaw, who couldn’t believe it 

hadn’t made the cut for the Composite Course (a wrong that has since been 

righted). This 166-yarder is defended with a mid-green ridge and seven 

bunkers, two of which eat into the green, spoiling for choice the person who 

sets the pin positions. 

 

• 18th (East) – A flat par-4 devoid of fairway bunkers doesn’t sound promising 

yet some call this one of the world’s best finishing holes, thanks to an 

undulating green girded by daunting bunkers. Even if you’ve avoided the tea 

trees guarding the dogleg, only a perfect drive gives you an open line to the 

green. Everyone else must fly a bunker with their approach. 
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